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History: Quest for Optimal Uncomplicated Tumor Control

Holthusen H.        Strahlentherapie. 1936;57:254–269.

• Early 1900’s: Hypofractionation-convenience, technical simplicity
• 1920’s-30’s and on: observed complications lead to ‘conventional fractionation’ 

for curative treatments
• 1950’s Leksell- Gamma Knife
• Yet most new technology develops with conventional fractionation

R. D. Timmerman

Rubin P, Bakemeir RF.  Clinical Oncology for medical 
students and physicians: a multidisciplinary 
approach, 4th ed. American Cancer Society 1974

Strandqvist 1944
in Gilbert Fletcher’s textbook, 1973 Edition



HyTEC: ‘Hy’ Dose per Fraction, Hypofractionated Treatment Effects in the Clinic
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• Preparing for computerized, 3D treatment planning and delivery

• Most severe radiation-induced complication in 28 normal organs
• The ‘Emami paper’

• Conventional fractionation only. Adults only.
• Due to scarce literature-clinicians’ consensus recommendations.
• TD5/5 and TD50/5 (dose for 5 and 50% complication by 5 years)



Complication depends on dose and irradiated volume
• Simple dose distribution-uniform dose to whole, 

2/3 and 1/3 organ, zero to rest
• ‘partial organ irradiation’ like parallel opposed

• Modeled dose-volume complication incidence as sigmoidal curve



Due to major technological changes a new consensus review of normal 
tissue complications was published in 2010 in IJROBP

QUANTEC

• All guidelines from peer-reviewed published data 
• 16 organs, range of complications
• Mostly conventional fractionation
• Table of practical dosimetric guidelines per organ

Standard article format



TIME MARCHES ON 
Increasing safe and effective clinical use of stereotactic body 
radiation therapy -SBRT, aka Stereotactic Ablative 
Radiotherapy or SABR- for disease sites throughout the body 



HyTEC=Hypofractionated Treatment Effects in the Clinic

Approved in 2011

• AAPM Working Group, under BESC
• Each article has 10 standard sections
• 9 TPC, 7 NTCP, Introduction, 3 ‘Vision’ papers
• Multiple ‘blind’ reviewers per paper

• chosen by steering committee, TPC, 
Science Council

Special IJROBP Issue 5/1/21
Member link at AAPM website



• All data from selected peer-
reviewed publications

• TCP and NTCP practical 
guideline tables in 
Introduction

• Published clinical data 
favored over model results

• Important for comparing  
fractionations



Lightening Tour of Radiobiological Effects for HyTEC
• A dose is more potent when delivered in fewer fractions
• HyTEC pools data from various fractionations (1- >5)

• Isoeffective Dose (few fractions) <  Dose (many fractions)
• Isoeffective doses have the same Biologically Effective Dose or BED 

• Many BED models developed over the years

• Widely used: Linear-Quadratic (LQ) model
• D=total dose, n=# of fractions, α/β = effect-dependent parameter

• α/β high (≥ 10 Gy) for most TCP, low (≤ 5 Gy) for NTCP
• BED=D (1+[D/n]/α/β)
• EQD2 = isoeffective dose (same α/β) in 2 Gy fractions 
• HyTEC also uses Equivalent Dose in specified # fractions 

• Most HyTEC articles use LQ 
• Imperfect but simple
• A few compare LQ to other models



• Endpoint: ≥ Grade 3 radiation myelopathy [RM]-highly symptomatic
• PubMed search 1/05-1/18; 40 initial hits triaged to 7 de novo studies, 5 re-irradiation
• No case reports, cauda vs cord or de novo vs reirradiation not separately reported, inadequate followup information
• Due to extreme clinical caution, there are very few RM cases! 

Much more data needed for reirradiation



Spinal canal? 
Thecal sac? 
Spinal cord seen in myelogram or 
MRI? 
Spinal cord with PRV margin ?

‘Whichever approach is used clinically for segmenting the spinal cord, the clinician 
should be mindful of how past studies have reported spinal cord doses and to what 
structure the doses were being reported.’

Challenges defining anatomic Volumes

Larger structures may be safer but they 
penalize paraspinal target coverage



From Figure 1 
Sahgal Model

• Thecal Sac
• α/β=2 Gy, 1-5 fraction cases
• 9 Grade 4 RMs from collaborating group + 66 no-RM controls
• Conservative
• Single fraction Thecal Sac Dmax ≤ 12.4 Gy for predicted RM<1-5%

Katsoulakis-Gibbs (K-G) Model
• Spinal cord
• α/β=3 Gy K: 259  single-fraction        G: 19 cases, BED(α/β=3 Gy)
• K: 2 RMs          G: 1 RM
• Single fraction cord Dmax ≤ 14 Gy for predicted RM<1-5%

Comparison with other published data
“…..steep increases in risk above single fraction Dmax of 15 Gy”



“It is up to individual physicians to 
determine their own practice and what 
limits they wish to apply; all of these 
tolerance limits are suggestions and are 
not absolute. There are significant 
limitations to the data that cannot be 
overcome unless large, prospective, 
multi-institutional cooperative 
registries of dose tolerance thresholds 
are created and modelled.”

HyTEC Introduction NTCP Table

Consistent with other expert Dmax



Now onward:
• Dr. Anand Mahadevan: An in-depth look at the HyTEC process with 

pancreas TCP as the example.
• Dr. Andrew Jackson: A physicist’s and modeler’s perspective on how 

HyTEC used data from outcomes publications and suggestions as to how 
future studies can be made more informative. 

• Dr. Larry Marks: A radiation oncologist’s perspective on HyTEC and the 
future.
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